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The Moment That Christ Was Born on Earth

A tiny child born on earth. What was the miracle of this? 
And why did Earth shake so in that moment?

I was born a savior unto men.

Whose voice speaks? What manner of child is this? And 
are there many children today, all speaking with this same 
voice, initiating us into a new world of creative power and 
divine love?

Two thousand years ago -- as time passes -- a life was 
given to this planet, a word that was so significant that it 
has lingered with us.

I gave you My Self.

The day we must remember is Christmas in our hearts. 
For if we can do this, we will discover the secret to eternal 
life, immortality and transformation.

If you will live in me and I in you, then earth peace will be 
inevitable.

There will be no death on planet Earth, no cries of the 
children suffering to be heard, no burials into the ground, 
no weeping and wailing.

On the day I was born, I made you perfect in me. We are 
consummated in the higher realms as One. Know this and 
you are free.

The Earth was flooded with light for a moment when 
Jesus was born. Every single cell of Earth lit up and 
welcomed Him in. Not one was left untouched. Not one 
was forgotten. Golden light permeated everything and 
compassion was born.

To this love you are dedicated and to this heart. I radiate 
my Self to you that you might be born in me. Together we 
are One.

Jesus was never crucified. He could not be. He was light 
forgiving this land and its people. He dwelt amongst us as 
the light. He was called wonderful to the degree that you 
are wonderful in me.

I have come again. This time as I AM in you to transfigure 
this land and complete my mission. I will not return to my 
Father until all returns with me consciously. I have come 
as the Christ in you and I AM with you as Sananda, Lord of 
Life.

Be ye restored to the Beginning. Ancient of Days, take this 
Scroll and read...

I, the Ancient of Days, read the word of light. Sananda 
takes the Office of Planetary Prince. He governs with his 
heart and he brings life into a formation of the one Son 
who God wills you to be. Solen Aum Solen.

Peace and love be unto all on this day. The light still 
shines!

Seal of Melchizedek

Crystal

December 19, 2003

The Truth About Jesus

What is it? Why did it happen? And why does it haunt us 
still?

Are we all part of the Crucifixion of Jesus?
Is this the powerful climax to our Revelation and 
Understanding of the greater part?

These are my questions to you, O Spirit of the Light.

Have the Power back that was given you in the Beginning. 
The Power that is your own birthright. And as you take this 
Power back, be respectful of it, ever mindful that it is the 
movement of God in you seeking Its dominion on earth as 
in Heaven.

Seal of Melchizedek

At the Cross Jesus released an energy field that was at 
one with God the Father. It is the presence of divine Love 
and Light on this planet now and you are feeling it as the 
Body of Christ or I AM as a collective energy field, 
electrical in content and bearing down upon this planet as 
the Solar Son.

The reason Jesus deliberately sacrificed Himself into 
mass consciousness and further made Himself available 
to all humanity was to change humanity back into its 
original form as the GodSelf or God's Self and Son.

Following the Lord's defeat of Satan and his cohorts 
during the "forty days in the wilderness," Jesus could 
have translated from His post on Earth and returned to 
His higher state of Creator Michael (Universe Creator). 
But the Master saw through the game of the flesh and He 
saw that the defeat of satanic rule was not enough. He 
had to show man ascension. He had to gather all up, He 
knew, into the Father (Universal Will) and join humanity to 
the original Thought Form of Christ in Man. Thus, He cast 
His immortal Seed -- the Seed of Christ -- into the fertile 
moment of His Crucifixion. The world changed when this 
occurred; though we would not see this or take part in this 
change for over two thousand years.

The Light of Christ forgiveness and unconditional Love 
pierced the planet Earth and planted the Seed of the One 
who would reign Supreme in the New World.

Much has been written and presented through these 
Melchizedek Records, yet what we must understand in 
this moment is the Second Coming is the renewal of the 
Christ Body on Earth and the full baptism of His Face and 
Hands upon us all. We are emerging as a collective unit of 
the Christ Presence. It is more than we can imagine. It is a 
full measure of Divine Being fulfilling us all as a Body. Not 
many bodies, but one Body. From the original Body of 
God, released by Jesus on the Cross, will emerge God 
the Supreme. And therein is the Word.
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Jesus as a little boy was well loved and admired by his 
childhood friends and companions. He was very friendly 
to everyone and always listened intently to thoughts and 
questions his friends would have for him. The children 
who gravitated to him knew that he had answers to their 
questions that were both wise and considerate. He was a 
very popular boy!

As the story is told in scripture, Jesus was twelve years of 
age when he, Mary, and Joseph were visiting Jerusalem. 
As usual, the courts and areas for shopping as well as 
worship were immensely crowded with bustling people, 
pushing and jostling against one another. It was an easy 
place for a boy to become lost. Mary knew this, so she had 
kept a watchful eye on her young, energetic son.

Perhaps Mary and Joseph had become preoccupiedturned 
their heads and their minds away from Jesus to speak with 
a friend for a brief momentbut much to the concern of 
both parents they realized that Jesus had left their side and 
was no longer visible. They searched -- their concern 
increasing -- but no Jesus could be found.

In the meantime, Jesus stepped purposely into the temple 
where he found a group of rabbis and important officiates 
of the temple sitting amongst themselves. When the 
group saw Jesus approaching, many of them impatiently 
and forcefully told Jesus to leave immediately. How dare 
he approach in this manner without an invitation? Jesus 
stood his ground and showed no reaction to being 
received in such a manner. But there was one who held up 
his hand and silenced the others.

"Let the boy stay," he said. "Let us hear what he has to say 
and how we can be of service to him." The others 
mumbled but were quiet as the Rabbi continued. "I 
recognize you. You are Jesus and we know your good 
parents well. What question do you have for us, Jesus?"

All turned to the boy.

"Yes, I have a question," Jesus said. "Why does our Father 
in heaven not hear us?"

The kind Rabbi was silent for a moment. When he spoke 
all heads were turn toward him in expectation. "That is 
not true, my son. Our God hears you through your Rabbi. 
We are the ones who must take your words to Him."

"You are holding back your people," Jesus said. "You 
have no right to do this.”

Now anger filled the room despite the Rabbi who held up 
his hand to quiet the group. Yet, Jesus continued 
undaunted and unafraid.

"You see, our Father does not know who is Rabbi and 
who is not." More mumblings and a few stood shaking 
in their fury.

"Our Father wants to listen to every one. And if you 
would tell the people this, they would hear His voice and 
know His will." Then Jesus raised his arms and said, 
"This temple was built so all could hear the Father's 
word. That is what temples are for. They are to be kept 
clean so that all can hear. Your duty as Rabbis and 
learned men is to prepare the way for My Father's voice 
that He can be heard and worshiped in the hearts of 
every one."

At that moment, Mary and Joseph appeared breathless 
from their search. And realizing that their son was 
speaking amongst the others, they held their quiet and 
stepped back so as not to be seento listen.

And now the kind Rabbi was disturbed. He stepped 
forward and sternly asked, "How do you know all this, 
young man? Who tells you these things?"

Jesus answered, "The Kingdom of God within me tells 
me this. If you would only teach your people how to 
listen to our Father's voice, they would have the answers 
to their questions and the help they needed. But you 
feign from this because you fear to lose you positions of 
importance and authority."

Then Jesus approached Mary and Joseph and he took 
their hands in his. He glanced thoughtfully at Joseph and 
Mary. And to his mother's silent question, "My son, why 
did you do this?" ...

Jesus answered, "I knew my Father wanted me here, so I 
came. What you must know is that God is within each 
one of us and He will design our paths and show us our 
destiny."

And they left without another word being said.

******

What sayest you in the reading of this story? And what 
manner of mind does it leave you with?

Let this be read on Christmas Eve, and let all remember 
the meaning of My birth in you.

Crystal

JESUS IN THE TEMPLE
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The Word of the Omnipresent 
Master

Why did Jesus allow the Crucifixion?

I entered Earth as a human being.
I wanted to raise humanity through my sacrifice.
And I resisted the temptation of using my Power.

If I had applied my Power, I would have prevented 
your ascension.

What I came to do, I did. But I wanted to do more.

I made Man holy through my life.
Through my surrender to God, I released powerful 

forces
(emanations of my own Being)
that are now actively engaged

in a mass surrender and ascension.
All humanity is in the process of being lifted through 

me.

The force of my ascension
is actively engaged on earth

and is lifting all humanity out of death
into life

as one Body, as the Son.

Say now with deliberation: THE BODY OF CHRIST.
This moves all creation into higher spheres. These 

words are the liberating factor and key to ascension in 
the field of Father-Mother God.

The Resurrection
This refers to the resurrection of all humanity. It is the 
enlivening of My Breath throughout My system. It is the 
Creator at large.

You who have known Me in My human body are 
released from death. My immortal soul clings to you as 
it did in life 2,000 years ago. You are captured in My 
radiance and you are singled out by Me to become a 
shining light to others that I might live with them even 
as I do with you.

You have become the Word, yet you do not know it. 
What manner of a Lord am I that I would not take you 
with Me?

I have come that you might see Me as yourself, your 
Mighty Self. This is the solar union I speak of. The gate 
is now open.

In the resurrection of Jesus, the human body was 
resurrected. Your form has changed. It is the vessel for 
Christ Consciousness; it is the body of light for all to see 
and know.

Eat lightly now. Retrain your body so that it seeks its 
nourishment from your inner being, the divine Source. 
You are to realize now who you are. You are to claim 
that central Source as your own higher self, your 
GodSelf. Know who you are and take up your mantle of 
light, for I AM with you in this light.

What Happened at Jesus' Ascension

I reprogrammed humanity and gave them a new body.

I let go of the earthly body to make the transition into My 
new body, which is the Creator's body or dimension. That 
body pervades all space and time and is the rhythmic 
sequence of all life. This body that is My ascended body 
will out-picture as the man Jesus whom you have known 
and loved, yet as a picture without substance. It is a 
Consciousness that you will see, an emanation of Truth.

Consciousness can manifest and translate itself into the 
material field, but not be of the human condition. I, Jesus, 
have created a body without end. We are one. And the 
lessons learned within the mortal sphere are yours and 
mine. They are ours.

Behold, I have ascended that you might ascend and know 
who you are. You are the center and the circle, the Son and 
the Daughter, the Creator and the created. You are the Life I 
AM.

Come now into My body. We are one. I AM Jesus of 
Nazareth and I AM bringing you home.

Please Note:

Concentrating and focusing on the crucifixion alone 
without the message of Overcoming and Victory denies 
the Spirit and rejects the blessing of the Christ. It will stop 
you from ascending and imprison you as a victim of a 
false world. Persecution and crucifixion in its many 
forms will continue for you until you let go of the 
imagined suffering of Jesus. Restore the true meaning of 
Jesus' Life in your consciousness. His was a Life of self-
mastery and triumph over evil and death.

Your subconscious mind will act and react immediately 
when given a picture, such as Jesus on the cross. And if 
emotion is included with the picture, you may be sure 
your subconscious mind will automatically reproduce 
and manifest a life for you on the cross! Be alert to the 
visions and pictures that you find yourself watching and 
agreeing with! Your subconscious mind, eager to serve 
you, will act upon what you visualize and feel.

The story of Jesus is of immortality and love. The Master 
pierced the darkness (for He knew it not) with His light.

Wear the glory of His ascension. He has given you His 
body as well as His spirit. Make this Easter your 
ascension also.
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A Message from Jesus (Sananda)

I rose from the cross and projected a higher 
intensity body,

a body of light to show My mastery over 
death.

This you must do also.
Rise from your cross (whatever it might be)
into the solar radiance of the GodSelf where 

I AM.
There, dwell with Me.

Project (outpicture) your body appearance
as a casing subject to your will.

Then walk upon the earth as love incarnate,
enjoined with Me and

inclustered in the light of All-Consciousness 
God.

Authority to use the name 
of Sananda
By Sister Thedra

"Sori Sori: Mine hand I have placed upon thine 
head, and I have given unto thee the authority to 
use Mine name. Give unto them the name 
Sananda, by which they shall know Me as the Lord 
thy God - the Son of God sent that ye be made to 
know Me, the One sent from out the inner temple 
that there be Light in the world of men."
(The meaning of "Lord God: "The Lord God, for he 
is "Lord" of, and responsible for, that which he has 
brought forth.)

"Now it is come when ones which have the will to 
follow Me shall come to know Me by that name 
which I commanded thee to give unto the world as 
Mine "New name." There are many that shall call 
upon the name of Jesus, yet they will deny the new 
name as they are want to do. While unto thee I give 
assurance that I am the One sent that there be Light 
in the world of men. Now let this be understood, that 
they that deny Mine New Name deny Me by any 
name. So be it I have appointed thee Mine 
spokesman; I've given unto thee the power and 
authority to speak for being that which I AM. And I 
say unto thee Mine child whom I have called forth 
and anointed thee with the Holy Spirit, thy name 
shall be as it is now called, Thedra - that name I 
spoke unto thee from out the ethers, and thou 
heard Me and accepted that which I gave unto thee; 
and wherein have I deceived thee? Wherein have I 
forgotten thee, or left thee alone?"

"I say unto thee, Mine hand is upon thee and I shall 
sustain thee and you shall come to know that which 
I have kept for thee. So be it that I have kept thy 
reward, and at no time shall it be dissipated of 
scattered, for it is intact. So let this Mine Word 
suffice them which question thee - let them 
question, and I shall bear witness for thee. For do I 
not know Mine servants from the traitor? Do I not 
reward Mine servants according unto their works or 
merits? I speak that they might know that I am 
mindful of Mine servants, that I am not a poor puny 
priest who has forgotten his servants."

"I say unto them, Mine servants shall be glorified 
above the crowned heads of the nations which have 
set themselves apart, and denied Me Mine part of 
Mine word - for they have turned from Me in their 
conceit and forgetfulness."

"Now let this go on record as Mine Word, and I shall 

give unto them proof, which are of a mind to follow Me.

So be it as I have spoken and I am not finished; I shall 

speak again and again, and I shall rise Mine Voice 

against them which set foot against Mine servants, 

and they shall be as ones cast out. So let them ask of 

Me and I shall enlighten them. So be it I know where of 

I speak. Be ye as ones blest to accept Me and know 

Me for that which I AM. 
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A Message from Sananda (Vol. 2: 60)

The Light of God comes in many ways. It passes into you and begins Its 
work to create you in the image and likeness of the God Son. What a 
magnificent work this is! How great is the power that forms the light 
vessel you truly are. Vibrate now in harmony with the Christ within, 
your path to greatness and your blueprint through which He moves and 
has His expression. Realign all life in your consciousness to this place 
of radiation for the time has come for the EMMERGENCE!

June 8, 2008



MIRACLE ANSWERS

Miracle Answers

Miracle Answers

Miracle Answers

Miracle Answers

 are sent to you each and every 
day. These answers are the solutions to all your 
life’s problems—from the smallest to the greatest. 
God loves you and hears all of your difficulties, 
prayers and knows all of your needs. There is not 
one second where He is not aware of what you are 
thinking and feeling. He wants to help, sends help 
and knows what is best for your spiritual growth. 
The obstacles that many face are (1) many people 
do not truly believe God is listening and (2) if they 
do believe He is listening, they don’t believe they 
are worthy to receive a response and (3) if they do 
believe He is listening and believe they are worthy 
to receive a response, they have no idea how to 
listen and receive an answer. Learning to hear and 
apply these answers is one of the most rewarding 
and fulfilling gifts you can give your soul on your 
journey. Your soul will be lifted in joy with this 
learning and revelation.

Seeking  from God builds a 
stronger connection with God and brings about 
heaven on earth. It brings God’s great presence to 
earth through your conscious reach for His great 
wisdom. This is what you have come to earth to 
do—to build and strengthen the connection with 
your God Mind/Higher Mind and as a result can 
only bring about miracles and happiness in your 
life.

 come in many forms. They can 
be direct answers or indirect answers. They can be 
through dreams, through intuition, through 
thought, through the Inner Voice, through the body, 
through energy, through a child, through an animal, 
through a book…. Nothing in life happens by 
chance. God is in everyone and everything—the 
possibilities are endless. 

One thing is certain though—  
are not of the ego as there is no ego in God. An 
answer from an ego may be considered good 
advice—most everyone gives and receives in this 
manner every day. But the Divine Answers—the 
answers that see the entire picture with absolutely 
no bias and a limitless amount of Wisdom and 
Love—come from God. These Answers come 
when all thoughts of ego are put aside and one's 
full focus is on God. 

Ye ask, and receive not,

Because ye ask amiss,

That ye may consume it upon your lusts.

(James 4:3)

When prayers are not answered, it is important to 
reflect on whether the request was of the ego. 
Requests of the ego are not of the heart and are 

usually purely selfish or materialistic needs. These 
will likely not be answered.

Let them alone: they be blind leaders of the blind.

And if the blind lead the blind, 

both shall fall into the ditch.

(Matthew 15:14)

Jesus taught that those who are solely guided by 
the ego, and not by God, are the blind leading the 
blind. Seeking  through God 
creates vision. Revelation occurs with each answer 
received which brings further Truth into one’s being, 
and a stronger connection to the God Mind/Higher 
Mind.

For they loved the praise of men

More than the praise of God.

(John 12:43)

It is the ego that persuades an individual that the 
praise of others is more important than the praise of 
God. The ego makes one believe that the praise of 
others is more tangible and has more reward. The 
ego persuades one to turn from God and causes 
the competitive nature to rise and desires for the 
material riches of the world to rise so that more 
praise from others can be secured. The ego makes 
one feel inferior—nothing is ever good enough for 
the ego. 

God created everyone perfect. Man/woman less 
the ego is perfection. The spiritual journey is the 
straight and narrow path of releasing the negative 
ego and re-building the connection with the God 
Mind. On this path one is praising God (thanking 
Him for ), and not the ego. The 
rewards are far greater than any praise anyone of 
the world can give. 

For what shall it profit a man,

If he shall gain the whole world,

And lose his own soul?

(Mark 8:36)

The soul loves and knows God. The soul 
remembers the truth of one’s being. The above 
scripture refers to the lures of the ego, and is 
teaching that life is not about the accumulation of 
wealth for the praise of men. If a life’s entire purpose 
is spent trying to secure the best of everything 
material, including relationships, one has 
completely lost sight of their soul. In a sense, one 
has lost one’s soul—the connection has been 
broken as there is no longer anything in common. It 
is the soul that one departs the earth with—not the 
physical body and material goods. The treasures 
that are important to accumulate are of the heart 
and thus time on earth should be spent developing 

Miracle Answers

Miracle Answers
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the soul instead of losing it to the ego. Understand that 
God wants everyone to be prosperous. It is the 
underlying intent that is purely of the ego and not of God 
quality that is of importance here. God would not have 
anyone poor. The soul wants to go home. The soul 
wants to unite with the Higher Mind or God Mind. The 
soul wants the negative ego dropped and the straight 
and narrow path to God followed as Jesus 
demonstrated. Abundance will then flow into one’s life 
without any negative underlying motivation.

The book , by Karen McOuat, leads 
the reader on a journey on how to hear answers from 
God in various forms and how to interpret them. It is a 
wonderful and inspiring journey, full of revelation and 

joy for the soul. It is a path of remembrance.

Ask and it shall be given you;

This book is about how to ask.

seek and ye shall find;

This book is about how to seek answers to everything 
one could possibly need – and how they will be found.

knock, and it shall be opened unto you.

(Matthew 7:7)

This book is about opening the door to miracles.

Book cost $20.00 U.S. plus shipping. To purchase the 

book, , please click on the following 

l i n k :  

 Karen McOuat may also be 

e m a i l e d  d i r e c t l y  w i t h  a n y  i n q u i r i e s  a t

. 

Miracle Answers

Miracle Answers

 

karen@melchizedeklearning.com

http://shop.melchizedeklearning.com/product.sc?cate

goryId=2&productId=680.

I knew I wanted to become a successful 

professional golfer when I saw how much the 

worlds top golfers have earned since they 

have turned professional. I felt that this is what 

I wanted to do and relized that no ordinary job 

would satisfy me. 

I then bought a second hand set of clubs and 

then went to a golf driving range for practice. 

After a while I started to go to group lessons 

and later I started to have one to one lessons 

with the golf professional. In the spring of the 

following year I joined the local golf club as a 

junior member so that I have the opportunity to 

practice as often as possible. I then started 

entering competitions and have been very 

successful. My goal now is to achieve a single 

figure handicap and to try to qualify for the 

county junior team as soon as possible. I don't 

stop to think how I will achieve all this I just 

believe and know that I will. 

Love from Chris (Age 14)

There is an invincible imprint of 
immortality which we carry. This 
imprint is a permanent memory code 
at our command.

Immortality is the I AM Presence in its 
natural pristine order. This is the Earth 
code which we are entrusted to 
establish and embody for the record 
of eternity.

This record stands impervious to 
challenge.  from Judy Caruso

The Youth in You Speaks
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FURTHER STUDIES AND CONTEMPLATIONS ON JESUS

presents

THE MELCHIZEDEK PROGRAM (25 CDS)

26-11 Lesson 11: JESUS
www.melchizedeklearning.com

Email: patriciajepsen@earthlink.net

COMPACT
DISC
DIGITAL AUDIO

THE
UNIVERSITY OF MELCHIZEDEK

by
PATRICIA JEPSEN (Crystal)

2001 Patricia Jepsen

(50 min)

(College Of New Learning)

#22-44 Jesus' Instruction To The Initiates (Part 1): Crystal reads verses from 

Matthew 4 and 5. Jesus' presence is evident as the Master's words are clearly felt 

and readily understood. A masterpiece of revelation as Jesus/Sananda speaks 

directly to the initiates in plain words. Many secrets of the so called Mystery Schools 

and of the Ancients are in these verses. Powerful! 60 min.

(Available in Cassette, CD and Mp3

#22-46 Jesus' Instruction To The Initiates (Part 2): The Consciousness of Jesus 

speaks directly to the initiate in this series. The Master says: "So this is the translation 

of My voice to Earth. Be of one spirit and be joyful always, and to upon you shall be a 

great light. For the lands will awaken and the bell will be tolled, and all life will begin 

again anew through the translation of your spirit. The Father within is the Creator 

within yourself, your GodSelf." 60 min.

(Available in Cassette, CD and Mp3

#26-11: Jesus
Suggestions for Study and Contemplation - In the Name of Jesus - Use My 
Name Wisely - And the Two Shall Become One - Be Anxious Not - The 
Body Immortal and Resurrected - Guard the Eternal Flame - Who Is 
Jesus? - Planetary Resurrection - The Blood of Jesus - Contemplations - 
Glossary of Terms

(Available in Cassette, CD,  Mp3,  booklet and e-booklet

A Message from Sananda (

I am ready to find my followers. I cannot stand without you. We are needed as one body and in this body will 
contain my love for humanity. Wear the North Star and say to them I am with Sananda. I am one with 
Sananda. We travel as one group spirit. Let your home be with me and I with you. Return to the light where 
the Christ is born in all hearts and the servants serve the One. I come.

Peace and joy be with you in harmony with my Kingdom. I AM Jesus Sananda, the Lord.

These daily Scripts can be subscribed to by emailing Suggested donation is $12 monthly. If you 
have not subscribed, please contact the University if you would like to continue receiving these Scripts.

University of Melchizedek, P.O. Box 1060, Mt. Shasta, CA 96067 USA .  

June 15, 2008)

patriciajepsen@earthlink.net

patriciajepsen@earthlink.net
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A LITTLE MANIFESTATION STORY (Judy Caruso) 

A woman who I've been talking with regarding building 
ideas happened to share an interesting experience today. 

As she talked -- her name is Jennifer -- I thought of Jim 
Wawro and Lauren Eto because Jennifer commented that 
her approach to manifestation has been to write down what 
she has in mind. 

Upon coming to Port Townsend, she felt such an affinity to 
the area that she and her husband decided to move to Port 
Townsend from Portland. They wrote down a house 
description, location and price that they envisioned and 
Jennifer started working with a local realtor. Several times, 
Jennifer made the four hour drive from Portland to Port 
Townsend to look at properties which the realtor diligently 
prescreened. 

Weeks went by. During this time, one of Jennifer's friends in 
Portland quietly observed this process. Finally, Jennifer 
remarked to her friend that nothing seemed to be happening 
with the property search in Port Townsend. 

Her friend responded that she had not wanted to say 
anything unless Jennifer brought up the situation but her 
friend's view was that Jennifer was not with the realtor who 
would locate the property which Jennifer and her husband 
would purchase. The friend said that the realtor for Jennifer 
was a man and that Jennifer would know who he was when 
she was with him. 

Jennifer kept her friend's comments in the back of her mind. 
The next time that Jennifer was in Port Townsend, the name 
of one realtor came up 5 times within 24 hours and Jennifer 
had seen a property that she was considering looking at and 
this realtor represented the seller of that property. 

Jennifer had a half day before she was to return to Portland 
and she decided that with such a brief time frame before 
departing that she would contact this realtor directly rather 
than going through her usual realtor. This new realtor 
showed her the house, observed her response and said that 
he would go outside and leave her alone in the house so that 
she would have a better feel of the property. His sensitivity 
corresponded with Jennifer's tendency to make decisions 
intuitively rather than matter of factly. 

That is the property which Jennifer and her husband 
purchased and it has been a "perfect" choice for them. 

I asked Jennifer what it was about the first realtor that 
blocked finding the property. That realtor, Jennifer said, was 
very conscientious but she kept showing Jennifer properties 
that fit Jennifer's description except for the price. All 
properties that this realtor located were at least $150,000 
more than the price in Jennifer's vision. 

So, Jennifer explained, the realtor didn't truly believe in 
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Jennifer's vision as a whole. 

I thought: what a reminder of staying with one's 
vision and of the power of agreement in 
manifestation. 


